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FROM THE MINISTRY OF FOOD.

THE FEEDING STUFFS (MAXIMUM PRICES) ORDER, 1939,

The Ministry of Food on Friday made an Order fixing the

maximum prices to be paid by the farmer for practically all kinds

of animal feeding stuffs* These prices are approximately those

ruling immediately prior to the war and the farmers should thus be

enabled to produce and sell livestock products at current prices*

Owing to war conditions, there has naturally been some

rise in the cost of obtaining supplies of feeding stuffs. Arrange-

ments are, however, being made for the release of Government

purchases of oil-cakes and rice bran and the controlled supplies

of cereals and cereal products at such prices as will enable

distributors of all kinds to sell at or below the prescribed

maximum prices.

For the benefit of the various sections of the trade, the

following resume is given of the main provisions of the Order*

The prices fixed in the Order are for lots of 2 tons or

over, and a scale of maximum additions for small lots is prescribed*

Carriage from port store, mill or factory is an additional charge

for the buyer’s account, and the terms are for nett cash, extra

charges being allowed for credit, provided that the discount for

cash is stated, and that the nett figure does not exceed the

maximum price*

An additional charge not exceeding 7/6d per ton may be

made for handling lots of under 2 tons where the goods pass (other

than for processing) through the premises of the merchant who

distributes to the farmer*

An additional charge, not exceeding 10s* per ton may be

made for kibbling cakes (inclusive of bags), and also for mixing

meals or grinding cakes (in these cases exclusive of bags)* In

the case of compound cakes or meals, the price to the farmer,

excluding the cost of transport, is not to exceed by more than 25/-

per ton the total of the cost of the ingredients to the mailer,



of manufacture and the actual cost of containers*

Where feeding stuffs pass through two hands, viz.
'

wholesale dealer and distributing dealer, the original seller

must reduce the maximum price fixed in the Order by 12/6d per

ton in the case of cereals, and cereal products and sundry other

feeding stuffs or by 7/6d, per ton in the case of ©l.l cakes.

In addition a further reduction of 3/~ per ton for war risks

insurance must be made in each case where the wholesale dealer

takes delivery, or l/6d„ per ton otherwise, The v/holesale

dealer, whether he receives the goods direct or at second hand,

must in his turn reduce the appropriate price by 10/-

feeding stuffs in the first category, or 5/-" per ton for oil

cakes, with an additional reduction of l/6d. per ton for war

risks insurance where the distributing dealer takes delivery.

Thus the wholesale dealer is allowed a maximum margin of 4/-

per ton (inclusive of war risk) and the distributing dealer a

maximum margin of 11/6d. per ton (inclusive of war risk) for

feeding stuffs in the first category or 6/6d. per ton (inclusive

of war risk) in the case of oil cake*

A few feeding stuffs, viz: rye and its meals, clover meal,

dried yeast and feeding dried blood are left under the

conditions of the original Provisional Prices Order,,

...
Millet, dari, kaffir corn and canary seed have been • ’•*

entirely otoitted from the new prices order and the prices- are

not controlled*

So far as forage is concerned, maximum prices are prescribed

for various kinds of hay, both home grown and imported. In

each case the maximum jjrices are those to be pai d by the

consumer to the merchant for hay trussed or in bales at the

farm. The above margins are allowed to the merchant, and in

addition the farmer will have to bear the cost of trussing or

baling*

Straw is entirely omitted fax-an the new Order, and its price
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